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A  MO TH ER ’ S  R ET R EA T  

DATE: Saturday, May 14th, 2022  

LOCATION: West Hills Covenant Church, 5815 SW Gillcrest Ct, Portland, OR 97221 

TIME:  9:30 AM to 3:30 PM 

DIRECTOR: Tara Ludwig  

HOST: Mary Edmonds 

Join us for this nourishing retreat for mothers of all ages, from pregnant women 

and new moms with babies, to empty nesters and grandmothers. Tara Ludwig, 

Spiritual Director at Faber Institute and mother of three little ones, will act as 

Retreat Director, guiding us through a reverent exploration of the power of 

“Mother”. Together, we will consider how our spiritual capacities as mothers 
create depth and meaning within our own homes and families, as well as 

empower us as agents of tenderness in a broken world. Through deep reflection 

and prayer, inspiring and honest dialogue, as well as shared laughter and tears, 

we will be at common cause in affirming the dignity of motherhood and its role in 

fostering a more united human family. 

W H AT  IS  A  R ET R EAT ?   

A “retreat” as we mean it is a deliberate act of generosity towards God – Who is 

never outdone in generosity – a making of ourselves available to God with the 

fullest amount of zeal we can muster. In this case, what we together offer to God 

on Saturday is an undivided heart – a single focus of attention for a part of one 

day. This asks of us a willingness to move from our daily practice of “doing” into a 

state of simply being; to take a pause from giving so that we might better attend 

to the receiving of that which God desires to give us.     

This Retreat is for you - and so we invite you to call upon those who love you to 

make it possible for you to fully engage in the Retreat (by minding the children, 

taking care of housework, etc.)  By asking our family and friends for their 

support in making our Retreat we get to experience their love and 
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commitment to our lives, and we become more skilled at allowing ourselves to 

fully receive the same love and devotion from God.   

As mothers, we all understand that asking for help or time alone often creates 

feelings of guilt.  Part of the spiritual work of the Retreat, then, is to become 

practiced in asking God to free us from the tyranny of our guilt.  When we 

recruit others to help us secure undisturbed time with God, we are following 

Christ’s own example:  
 They went to a place called Gethsemane, and Jesus said to his 

disciples, “Sit here while I pray.”  He took Peter, James and John along 

with him…  he said to them. “Stay here and keep watch.” (Mark 14:32-

34) 

As Jesus knew, such time alone with God is not a “luxury”, but a necessity for 
the wellness of our soul, and the essential source of our powers as Mothers.  

The six hours of the Retreat offer a radical “refueling” for Mothers, who are 
often expected to fully function on an empty tank.  But as Mother Teresa has 

wisely quoted, “We cannot give what we have not got”.   

All this being said, we understand that the Mother’s Retreat happens within 
the context of your real life, a life devoted to the work of motherhood.  So 

please know that you are welcome to attend the retreat for whatever portion 

of the day is possible for you- if you need to arrive late, leave early, or step out 

during the Retreat, we understand and encourage you to join for as much of 

the day as you are able.  Whatever it is that you can offer of yourself and your 

life to the Retreat, God will find you there, and you are welcome just as you 

are.    

W H AT  TO  EXP ECT  

West Hills Covenant Church, our generous host for the day, offers a lovely, light-

filled Sanctuary space for our Retreat, which provides ample room to spread out if 

you are concerned about social distancing.  There are beautiful grounds outdoors 

to explore during the periods of quiet contemplation, and plenty of indoor space 

to find a private corner for praying or journaling.  Mary, our administrator at the 
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Faber Institute and mom of two little girls, will look after us well with coffee, tea, 

and delicious nibbles that will be available throughout the Retreat day.   

The Retreat day will follow a predictable rhythm.  A talk, accompanied perhaps by 

images, music, or poetry, will be offered for your consideration, then followed by 

a period of private, quiet contemplation, followed by a group discussion of what 

we noticed.  A schedule is included below, though each item and its allotted time 

is fluid.  It is part of the work of the Retreat Director to be attentive to how the 

Holy Spirit is moving within the group, and to follow where it leads, adapting the 

day as needed to in order to respond to what the Spirit is actually doing in people.   

8:30 AM to 9:30 AM – Retreatants are invited to arrive at the property early if 

they desire to explore the space, get comfortable, walk the grounds, pray, and 

visit over coffee, tea, and goodies 

T H E  R ET R EAT  S CH EDU LE  

9:30 to 9:40 AM – Welcome and Opening Prayer by Rick Ganz  

9:40 to 10:05 AM – Tara Offers Talk #1:  “Surface Pressure:  Who Am I If I Can’t 
Carry It All?”   

10:05 to 10:25 AM – Quiet Contemplation: Private time to pray 

about what you noticed happening inside of you during Talk #1 

10:25 to 10:50 AM – Conversation in the whole group: “What 
happened?” 

10:50 to 11:15 AM – Tara Offers Talk #2: “Our Father, Our Mother, Who Art In 

Heaven:  An Exploration of Moms and Dads”  

11:15 to 11:35 AM – Quiet Contemplation  

11:35 to 12:00 PM– Conversation in the whole group: “What 
happened?” 

12:00 PM to 1:00 PM – Lunch Hour  
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1:00 to 1:30 PM – Talk #3: “Hello My Name is Mommy:  Losing and Finding Our 

Identities as Mothers and Women”  

1:30 to 1:50 PM – Quiet Contemplation  

1:50 to 2:20 PM – Conversation in the whole group: “What happened?”   

2:20 to 2:40 PM – Talk #4: “Motherhood is Suffering, Motherhood is Joy:  Is It 

All Worth It?” 

2:40 to 3:00 PM – Quiet Contemplation  

3:00 to 3:30 PM (or so) – “Collecting” of the graces of the day  

T H E  F O U R  T A L KS   

Each of the four Talks will offer rich content around the theme of Motherhood in 

a way that is deeper, grittier, and more real than is typical in our culture.  We seek 

to get at something true about the experience of Mothering, a spiritual 

understanding that acknowledges the joy, meaning, and dignity of the role of 

Mothers, as well as the dedication, suffering, and sacrifice that is common to our 

experience.   

The goal of the Talks is to open places within a Retreatant where she feels 

“touched” by a Presence, where through a particular image or thought she senses 
that the Presence is, well, really becoming present – Fr. Karl Rahner, SJ called this, 

called God, “the Holy Mystery”. And so, the Retreatant focuses there, stops there 

at that image or thought, and humbly asks God to explain.    

Thus, there is no “right” or “wrong” way to hear the talks, but only the “real” way, 
meaning that whatever it is that God is actually doing in you as you listen, trust it.  

Wherever you travel with what Tara offers, is exactly what that talk was “about”.  
The Talks are not the point; what God does hiddenly within each Retreatant is the 

point. 
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T H E  QU I ET  CO NT EMP LA T IO NS  

Time in Quiet Contemplation is offered to you after each Talk to help you notice 

and reflect upon what God was doing in you during the presentation. Nothing 

needs to be “accomplished” during this time: it is a time, so rare in the life of a 

Mother, where no demands are placed on you, and you are free to just be. It is 

often in such spaces that God is able to communicate with us most clearly: “In the 

silence of the heart God speaks” (Mother Teresa.)  Therefore, it is important to 

guard this private quiet time (without the distraction of cell phones, 

conversations, etc.) in order to maintain the integrity of its emptiness, so that God 

is invited in to fill the emptiness with Himself.   

T H E  GR O UP  DI S CU S SI ONS  

The Group Discussions are an opportunity to be blessed by the insights and 

reflections of other women.  This allows the Retreatants, as well as the Retreat 

Director, to get a read on what God is doing in us not only as individuals, but as a 

community of Mothers.  You are welcome to speak and share, or if you prefer, to 

listen and observe; both forms of participation are valid and offer rich 

contributions to the group.  We hope to accommodate everyone who wishes to 

speak, so because the Group Discussions are limited to about 30 minutes each, 

we ask that you please be attentive to the time during your comments, so that we 

allow enough time and space for every Mother that would like to share.   

The Retreat will encompass a diverse group of Mothers of all ages, races, cultures, 

classes, and traditions; we seek to notice and recognize God in every Mother, and 

to hear something true in each of their diverse expressions of the universal 

experience of Motherhood.  We listen with compassion, tenderness, openness, 

and respect, and affirm one another’s dignity through our willingness to learn 

from each other.  We agree to free our spirits from the shame of comparing 

ourselves to other Mothers, and to defend one another from this guilt by sharing 

only what is raw, real, and true in our lives, rather than false images of perfection.   
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A  NO T E  A BO UT  L U NCH  

Mothers are often responsible for preparing food for others, and they do so 

thoughtfully and lovingly; rarely do we extend this same courtesy to our own 

meals, which are usually an afterthought!  During the Lunch Hour of the Retreat, 

we invite you to nourish yourself with good food that fills and consoles you, giving 

you energy and stamina for the work God seeks to accomplish in you.  Consider 

these wise words from writer Anne Lamott:   

I’ve helped… by suggesting [that women] prepare each meal as if they had 

asked our beloved pastor to lunch or dinner. They wouldn’t say, “Here 
Pastor, let’s eat standing up in the kitchen. This tube of barbecue Pringles is 
all for you. I have my own,” and then stand there gobbling from their own 

tubular container. No, they’d get out pretty dishes, and arrange wonderful 
foods on the plates, and set one plate before [the Pastor] at the table, a 

plate filled with love, pride and connection. That’s what we have longed for, 
our whole lives, and get to create. 

Remember that the Lunch Hour happens “inside” the retreat, rather than 
“outside” of it, and fill yourself with good food, along with the joy of good 

company, or the peace of precious time alone.  Feel free to bring your own lunch 

(there is a refrigerator and microwave at the venue) or dine out; Mary will have 

recommendations to share with you for restaurants and stores nearby.   

T H E  R E T R E A T  C O N T I N U ES  I T S  W O R K  I N  Y O U  

Though the structured format of the Retreat “ends” at 3:30 PM, it does not mean 

that the work of the Retreat has ended inside of you. In fact, in many ways, the 

real work of the Retreat does not even begin until you have brought it into the 

light of day, into the context of your real life amidst your home, family, and 

children. Here is where what you have learned and noticed and pondered during 

the Retreat will be set into action, where God will have access to deepening and 

enriching your experience of Motherhood because of the good work you have 

done with Him during the Retreat.   
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Mary will offer an e-mail sent out a few days after the retreat with links and 

resources, as well as an audio recording of the retreat. If the work of the Mother’s 
Retreat continues to grow in you and you sense that a one-on-one conversation 

would be helpful, you are welcome to arrange a time to meet with Tara, where 

Mother-to-Mother you can explore more deeply how the Spirit is at work in you.   

Thank you for joining us for A Mother’s Retreat!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


